Role of CYP2E1 Immunoglobulin G4 Subclass Antibodies and Complement in Pathogenesis of Idiosyncratic Drug-Induced Hepatitis
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Idiosyncratic drug-induced hepatitis (IDDIH), a form of drug-induced hypersensitivity reaction, accounts for approximately 13% of acute liver failure cases in the United States and is the third most common cause of acute liver failure (19, 25, 33, 39). IDDIH is the primary reason for recalling drugs from the commercial market (42). Unfortunately, no widely used laboratory tests can identify susceptible individuals or the early stages of drug-induced hypersensitivity reactions. Hence, IDDIH is usually diagnosed when the patient becomes significantly symptomatic.

Recent studies suggest that individuals susceptible to drug reactions may be identifiable using pharmacogenetics (27, 36). Other studies have attempted to identify susceptible individuals by skin-testing, serum histamine, tryptase, C3a, C4a, drug hapten- or native protein-specific immunoglobulin E (IgE) levels or IgG antibodies. Sadly, skin testing may potentially identify patients after drug-exposure, but may also induce life-threatening reactions in highly sensitized patients (18). Serum histamine and tryptase levels can identify persons who have experienced severe hypersensitivity reactions and mast cell degranulation; however, these tests are not specific for hepatitis. Additionally, C3a and C4a levels have been inconsistent (18). Serum antibodies to drug haptens and native proteins have been more widely used to identify IDDIH patients (4, 24).

A form of IDDIH, anesthetic-induced IDDIH (AH), is believed to be triggered by native hepatic proteins, such as cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1) (4, 21), which have been covalently modified by trifluoroacetyl chloride (TFA), formed during CYP2E1-mediated anesthetic oxidative metabolism (28, 29, 37). Elevated serum levels of CYP2E1-specific IgG autoantibodies have been found in 45 to 70% of patients diagnosed with halothane-induced IDDIH (4). However, antigen-specific autoantibodies are not unique to AH. In fact, CYP2E1-specific IgG autoantibodies are found in patients with alcoholic liver disease (46) and toxic liver injury from commercial refrigerant hydrochlorofluorocarbons (12). Moreover, previous studies have suggested that IDDIH caused by anti-epilepsy medications, antidepressants, antibiotics or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents results from immune-mediated hepatocellular injury involving drug hapten-altered cytochrome P450 enzymes (1, 6). Thus, CYP2E1 and other CYP autoantibodies are not specific for IDDIH. Additionally, serum CYP autoantibodies are not diagnostic for IDDIH since high levels of CYP2E1 IgG autoantibodies have been demonstrated in persons merely exposed to halogenated volatile anesthetics (4, 30).

Alternative serum markers are needed to identify persons susceptible to IDDIH. Immunoglobulin subclasses are believed to have a determining role in several autoimmune diseases. For example, antinuclear (ANA) and anti-double-stranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) autoantibodies are predominantly IgG1 and IgG3 subclasses (23). Additionally, elevated IgG1 and IgG3 autoantibodies to type II collagen in rheumatoid arthritis (8), to glutamic acid decarboxylase in IDDM (9), and to ganglioside in Guillain-
Barre have been demonstrated (14), while elevated IgG4 auto-
antibodies have been seen in idiopathic membranous nephropa-thy (17), to desmoglein-1 in pemphigus foliaceus (47), to collagen in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (8), to thyroid peroxidase in subclinical hypothyroidism (40) and to thyroglobulin in Graves’ disease (7). So, it is reasonable to hypothesize that IgG subclass-restricted CYP2E1 autoantibodies may predict the development of IDDIH.

Demonstrating immune complexes or complement activation may also identify patients with IDDIH. Previous studies have described transient complement activation and depletion by immune complexes during drug reactions (48). Recent studies suggest that the complement system can also regulate B cell (5) and granulocyte activation (11) following C3a and C5a formation. Moreover, current investigations show that the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a have divergent roles in the generation of immune responses where C3a promotes T helper 2 (Th2) responses and C5a promotes T helper 1 responses. Whether IDDIH in humans is a Th2-generated disease is unknown; however, a recent report of an animal model of IDDIH suggested critical roles for Th2 mechanisms (31). Yet, there are no studies suggesting a role for immune complexes, C3a or C5a in IDDIH patients.

To extend our previous findings where we detected elevated serum CYP2E1 IgG autoantibodies in AH patients and persons exposed to high levels of halogenated volatile anesthetics in their working environment, our present study was designed to differentiate the role of autoantibodies in these groups. We compared AH patients with control persons with no history of anesthetic exposure and those with high or low environmental exposure to halogenated volatile anesthetics. We analyzed sera for Ig subclass levels, CYP2E1-specific Ig subclass autoantibodies, components of complement pathways as well as immune complexes. Our findings suggest that persons environmentally exposed to halogenated volatile anesthetics develop CYP2E1-specific IgG autoantibodies which may form immune complexes that are probably cleared by classical activation of the complement system. In contrast, AH patients develop CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies which may form small, nonprecipitating immune complexes that escape clearance because of their size or by direct inhibition of complement activation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and reagents. Alkaline phosphatase-conjugated mouse anti-human IgG1, clone 4E3, isotype mouse IgG1, mouse anti-human IgG2, clone 31-74, isotype mouse IgG1(e), mouse anti-human IgG4, clone HP6025, isotype mouse IgG1(e) were from Southern Biotech (Birmingham, AL); alkaline phosphatase substrate kit, from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA); antiactin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), anti-liver/kidney microsome 1 (LKM-1) ELISA, and soluble liver kit, from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA); antiactin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay were from Southern Biotech (Birmingham, AL); alkaline phosphatase substrate/H9260 and mouse anti-human IgG4, clone HP6025, isotype mouse IgG1(IgG1, clone 4E3, isotype mouse IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. Serum analysis for circulating immune complexes. Using circulating immune complexes—C1q- and C3d-circulating immune complex EIA kits, respectively—were from Southern Biotech (Birmingham, AL); alkaline phosphatase substrate kit, from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA); antiactin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), anti-liver/kidney microsome 1 (LKM-1) ELISA, and soluble liver antigen (SLA) ELISA, from QUANTA Lite INOVA Diagnostics, Inc. (San Diego, CA); anti-dsDNA enzyme immunounassay (ELISA), from Scimedx Corporation (Denville, NJ); ANA/Hep-2 cell culture immunofluorescence test system, from Zeus Scientific, Inc. (Kearny, NJ). C1q and C3d circulating immune complexes EIA kits, from ALPCO Diagnostics (Windham, NH); fetal calf serum, from Gibco-BRL, Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY); human C3a, C4a, and C5a ELISA kits from BD OptEIA, BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA); human CYP2E1 plus P450 reductase plus cytochrome b5 Supersomes, from GenTest, BD Biosciences (Woburn, MA); human IgG subclass profile ELISA kit, from Zymed Laboratories, Inc. (San Francisco, CA); Immulon 2HB 96-well microtiter plates from ISC BioExpress (Kaysville, UT); phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), from Biofluids (Rockville, MD); and polyoxyethylene-sorbitan monolaureate (Twee 20), from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). All kits were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Human sera. Studies were approved by the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Institutional Review Board. Four experimental groups were studied: control persons (control, n = 54), persons with anesthetic-induced IDDIH (AH, n = 24); pediatric anesthesiologists (pediatric, n = 53) and general anesthesiologists (general, n = 53). Control sera were preemployment samples from healthy persons. AH patients were self-referred patients with hepatitis following exposure to the halogenated volatile anesthetics halothane, isoflurane, and desflurane. AH was diagnosed using the following criteria: clinical hepatitis following exposure to halothane, isoflurane or desflurane, serologically negative for infectious causes of hepatitis, including hepatitis virus types A, B, and C, cytomegalovirus, and Epstein-Barr virus, negative history of exposure to toxic levels of acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents or antiseizure medications; and serum TFA hapten, 58-kDa endoplasmic reticulum protein, or CYP2E1 antibodies. Sera from pediatric and general anesthesiologists were from a previous study where pediatric anesthesiologists had elevated CYP2E1 autoantibodies (30), which were attributed to higher levels of exposure to halogenated volatile anesthetics during mask induction of anesthesia and from the practice of using unenclosed endotracheal tubes in pediatric patients. Blood was collected in serum separator tubes, allowed to clot and then centrifuged (1,000 × g, 4°C). To avoid repeat freeze-thaw cycles, sera aliquots were removed and stored at −80°C.

Serum assays for antibodies to soluble liver antigen, nuclear, actin, liver/kidney microsome, and double-stranded DNA. To detect patients who may have autoimmune hepatitis, anti-SLA antibodies were measured using the QUANTA Lite SLA ELISA (26). Positive values were valued at >25 units. ANA and antiactin antibodies were measured to detect autoimmune hepatitis type 1 (AH-1) (3). ANA antibodies were measured using the ANA/Hep-2 cell culture IFA test system, antianti IgG antibodies, using the QUANTA Lite Actin ELISA. Positive ANA values were set at 1:40 dilution while weakly positive antiactin values were set at ≥20 units with strongly positive antiactin values at >30 units. To detect AH-2 (22), anti-LKM-1 (CYP2D6) antibodies were measured using the QUANTA Lite LKM-1 ELISA. Positive anti-LKM-1 values were set at ≥25 units. To detect systemic lupus erythematosus (49), anti-dsDNA antibodies were measured using the SCIMEDX anti-dsDNA ELISA kit (20). Positive values for anti-dsDNA autoantibodies were as follows: borderline 25 to 30 IU, low positive 30 to 60 IU, positive 60 to 200 IU, and strongly positive >200 IU.

Serum assays for total immunoglobulin G subclasses. IgG subclasses were measured by ELISA in randomly selected samples using a human IgG subclass profile ELISA kit: control (n = 41), AH (n = 23), pediatric anesthesiologists (n = 32), and general anesthesiologists (n = 32). Normal values ± standard deviations (SD) were as follows: IgG1, 6,641 ± 824 μg/ml; IgG2, 2,867 ± 490 μg/ml; IgG3, 785 ± 118 μg/ml; and IgG4, 324 ± 93 μg/ml.

Serum assays for CYP2E1-specific IgG subclass antibodies. Human serum samples (1:100) were tested for CYP2E1-specific subclasses using a previously described ELISA (30), human CYP2E1 (0.5 μg/100 μl) as the test antigen and alkaline phosphatase-conjugated second antibodies (1:1,000) as follows: mouse anti-human IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4. Plates were read after 60 min for CYP2E1 IgG1, IgG2, and IgG3 and 90 min for CYP2E1 IgG4.

Serum analysis for activation of the classical and common complement pathway. To determine if halogenated volatile anesthetics activate complement pathways, sera were analyzed for C4a, C3a, and C5a using a BD OptEIA ELISA kits. Control values were C4a-desArg, 8.797 ± 1.797 ng/ml; C3a-desArg, 732.2 ng/ml; and C5a-desArg, 1,797.3 ng/ml; C4a-desArg, 824 g/ml; IgG2, 2,867 ± 490 μg/ml; IgG3, 785 ± 118 μg/ml; and IgG4, 324 ± 93 μg/ml.

Serum analysis for circulating immune complexes. Using circulating immune complexes—C1q- and C3d-circulating immune complex ELA kits, respectively—sera were analyzed for immune complexes containing C1q, implicating the classical, or C3d, implicating the common, complement pathways. Elevated C1q and C3d immune complex values for these ELA kits were 5 μg/ml and 40 μg/ml, respectively.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 4.02 for Windows (GraphPad Software, Incorporated, San Diego, CA [www.graphpad.com]). Demographic data and anti-SLA, -ANA, -actin, -LKM-1 and -dsDNA antibodies, as well as C1q and C3d circulating immune complexes were analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. Total Ig levels, CYP2E1 Ig subclass autoantibodies, C3a, C4a, and C5a were analyzed by analysis of variance with Tukey’s posttest. A P value of <0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS

Demographic analysis. Experimental groups were questioned for baseline characteristics including age, sex, history of asthma, drug or seasonal allergies and history of autoimmune diseases (Table 1). Pediatric and general anesthesiologists were also previously demographically analyzed (30). General anesthesiologists were younger than AH patients and pediatric anesthesiologists ($P < 0.05$); however, other baseline characteristics were balanced.

Sera from experimental groups do not have markers consistent with autoimmune hepatitis or SLE. Previous studies have detected CYP2E1 IgG autoantibodies in AH patients (4, 10, 30); however, these studies did not test for autoimmune hepatitis or SLE. We tested sera for anti-SLA antibodies, ANA and antiactin antibodies, anti-LKM antibodies, and anti-dsDNA antibodies.

Experimental groups do not contain patients with undiagnosed autoimmune hepatitis. Anti-SLA autoantibodies were...
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**FIG. 1.** IgG3 levels are significantly higher while IgG2 levels are significantly lower in anesthetic-induced IDDIH. IgG subclasses were measured by ELISA. Data are expressed in μg/ml (mean ± SD). IgG3 levels were significantly higher in AH persons than controls ($P < 0.05$ [▲]), pediatric anesthesiologists ($P < 0.001$ [★★★]), or general anesthesiologists ($P < 0.001$) (C), while IgG2 levels were significantly lower in AH persons than controls ($P < 0.001$), pediatric anesthesiologists ($P < 0.05$) or general anesthesiologists ($P < 0.01$ [★★]) (B). IgG1 levels were significantly higher in AH persons compared to the pediatric group ($P < 0.01$) (A) while IgG4 levels were not significantly different between groups (D).
not detected in pediatric and general anesthesiologists. However, one AH sample had anti-SLA antibodies, but also had high levels of autoantibodies to other liver proteins, namely ERp58 and CYP2E1.

To screen for persons with undiagnosed AIH-1 or AIH-2, randomly selected samples from each study group were tested. Three of 23 of AH patients (13.0%), 14 of 54 pediatric anesthesiologists (25.9%), and 7 of 43 general anesthesiologists (21%) had ANA antibodies. The majority of positive antiactin values were weakly positive. Nonetheless, 1 of 23 AH patients (4.3%), 4 of 54 pediatric anesthesiologists (7.4%) and 2 of 43 general anesthesiologists (4.7%) had antiactin antibodies. Only three samples were positive for both ANA and antiactin antibodies (one AH patient and three pediatric anesthesiologists). Medical histories from these persons did not support the diagnosis of AIH. Moreover, a two-sided Fisher’s exact test revealed that there were no statistical differences in the numbers of positive ANA or antiactin between the experimental groups (not shown). Additionally, no sera from AH patients and pediatric and general anesthesiologists had LKM-1 antibodies. Therefore, these findings suggest that differences in our experimental groups could not be explained by undiagnosed AIH-1 or AIH-2.

Experimental groups do not contain patients with undiagnosed SLE. To test for undiagnosed SLE or other connective tissue diseases, samples were analyzed for anti-dsDNA antibodies. Few samples were positive for anti-dsDNA antibodies: 1 of 23 AH persons (4.3%), 5 of 54 pediatric anesthesiologists (9.3%), and 1 of 33 general anesthesiologists (3.0%). Fewer were positive for both ANA and anti-dsDNA antibodies: 1 of 23 AH persons (4.3%), 1 of 54 pediatric anesthesiologists (1.9%) and 1 of 43 general anesthesiologists (2.3%). Further clinical analysis did not support the diagnosis of SLE. Moreover, a two-sided Fisher’s exact test revealed that there were no statistical differences in the numbers of positive anti-dsDNA or combined ANA and anti-dsDNA antibodies between experimental groups. Therefore, these findings and those above suggest that our findings could not be explained by undiagnosed SLE or autoimmune hepatitis.

Total sera IgG3 levels are significantly higher in patients with anesthetic-induced IDDIH. Total IgG subclass levels were measured. Since our IgG subclass levels were higher than nor-
mal values reported for the kit, we used the mean value of our control group as the normal levels in each subclass. Data are presented as means ± SD in Fig. 1.

Analysis of complement-fixing Ig subclasses showed that although persons in AH and pediatric anesthesiologist categories had similar levels of CYP2E1 IgG autoantibodies (30), IgG1 levels were significantly higher in AH patients than in pediatric anesthesiologists (Fig. 1A), but not significantly different from control or general anesthesiologist groups. Conversely, IgG3 levels were significantly higher in AH patients than all other groups (Fig. 1C). Finding elevated IgG3 levels was surprising since AH patients did not have increased ANA or anti-dsDNA autoantibodies, also of the IgG3 subclass, and could suggest another previously unidentified IgG3 autoantibody.

Non-complement-fixing subclass analyses revealed that IgG2 levels were significantly lower in AH than all other groups (Fig. 1B). Conversely, there were no statistical differences in the levels of IgG4 between all of the study groups (Fig. 1D). These results suggest that AH may increase IgG3 levels representing a previously unidentified autoantibody or circulating immune complexes, but may decrease IgG2 levels.

CYP2E1 IgG4 levels are significantly higher in patients with anesthetic-induced IDDIH. We did not directly quantify CYP2E1-specific IgG subclass levels; rather, we compared absorbance differences between groups. The total IgG subclass distribution did not parallel CYP2E1-specific IgG subclasses. Specifically, while IgG1 levels were significantly higher in AH patients than in pediatric anesthesiologists, CYP2E1-specific IgG1 autoantibody levels were significantly lower than general anesthesiologists (Fig. 2A). Notably, differences in CYP2E1-specific IgG1 levels between AH patients and pediatric anesthesiologists approached significance. IgG2 levels were significantly lower in AH than all other groups while CYP2E1-specific IgG2 levels were not significantly different (Fig. 2B). Conversely, IgG3 levels were significantly higher in AH than all other groups while CYP2E1-specific IgG3 levels were also not significantly different (Fig. 2C). Lastly, IgG4 levels were not different between groups while CYP2E1-specific IgG4 levels were significantly higher than all other groups (Fig. 2D).

Patients with anesthetic-induced IDDIH have reduced serum components of classical and common complement pathways. Reduced complement components have been documented in patients with hepatitis following halothane (50), cromolyn sodium (38), hydralazine (15), trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (2), and carbamazepine (13). We measured C3a, C4a, and C5a levels and used the mean value in our control group for normal levels.

We found that patients with AH had significantly lower levels of complement components when compared to anesthetic-exposed persons but these levels were not statistically different from controls. Specifically, C4a, C3a, and C5a levels were significantly lower in AH patients when compared to pediatric and general anesthesiologists, but not significantly different from controls (Fig. 3), suggesting the complement system may not be activated or may be inhibited in IDDIH.

Lastly, C4a and C3a levels in pediatric anesthesiologists were significantly lower than general anesthesiologists (Fig. 3A and B), while C5a levels were not statistically different. These findings may suggest that classical complement activation may occur at different rates in these groups, may be exposure dependent or may be triggered by distinct immune complexes.

Occupationally exposure to halogenated volatile anesthetics induces detectable immune complexes. Earlier studies found...
autoantibodies in persons occupationally exposed to halogenated volatile anesthetics (4, 30), but these studies did not test for immune complexes. Sera were tested to determine if C1q- and C3d-binding immune complexes were detectable following anesthetic exposure.

Although immune complexes were detectable at low levels in each group, only occupationally exposed persons had significantly higher levels of immune complexes when compared to controls. Specifically, general anesthesiologists had significantly higher levels of C1q-containing immune complexes (Fig. 4A and C), and pediatric anesthesiologists had significantly higher levels of C3d-containing immune complexes (Fig. 4B and D). Hence, serum immune complexes which could activate complement were detectable in occupationally exposed persons, while not detectable at significant levels in AH patients and controls.

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, we showed that AH patients have significantly elevated CYP2E1-specific IgG4 antibodies while environmentally exposed persons have significantly elevated CYP2E1 IgG1 antibodies. Additionally, AH patients have significantly increased total IgG3, but decreased IgG2. Serum analyses for complement activation shows significantly lower C3a, C4a, and C5a levels in AH patients than in the environmental exposure groups. Significant levels of immune complexes were detected only in environmentally exposed but not in persons with AH. To our knowledge there is no prior study that demonstrates a role for antigen-specific IgG4 autoantibodies or immune complexes in the pathogenesis of IDDIH.

Prior investigations have demonstrated that autoimmune diseases were associated with distinct distributions of Ig subclasses (34). We found increased IgG3 levels in AH patients. Increased IgG3 subclasses have been associated with primary biliary cirrhosis (34), anti-nuclear and anti-double-stranded DNA antibodies and circulating immune complexes. We were not able to demonstrate anti-mitochondrial antibodies which would suggest primary biliary cirrhosis (results not shown), nor significantly elevated ANA autoantibodies, anti-dsDNA autoantibodies or immune complexes. Interestingly, we also showed that IDDIH patients had decreased total IgG2, which has been associated with SLE (35), autoimmune connective tissue disease (16) and Sjogren’s syndrome (34). Whether this finding in IDDIH is pathogenic or compensatory will be the subject of further investigations in our laboratory.

Although IgG subclass analysis did not expose a clear mechanism that may clarify the development of IDDIH, analysis for CYP2E1-specific IgG subclasses showed elevated CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies in AH persons, while anesthetic-
exposed persons had elevated levels of CYP2E1-specific IgG1 autoantibodies. Previous studies have demonstrated that both IgG1 and IgG4 antigen-specific subclasses are key players in inhalant allergies and asthma (43). However, only CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies, the least of the IgG subclasses, were present in patients who developed hepatitis, which may suggest distinct roles for these subclasses in IDDIH.

IgG1 and IgG4 subclasses have distinct roles in complement activation where IgG1 subclasses activate and IgG4 subclasses inhibit complement activation (44). We found that pediatric and general anesthesiologists, persons exposed to high and low levels of halogenated volatile anesthetics, had circulating C4a, as well as C3a and C5a, respectively, suggesting classical and common complement activation, respectively. Complement activation in exposed groups is a novel finding and could be indicative of immune complexes containing IgG1 subclass antibodies. We were able to demonstrate significantly elevated C1q-containing immune complexes in general anesthesiologists with significantly elevated CYP2E1 IgG1 subclass autoantibodies. IgG1-containing immune complexes are usually cleared by classical activation of complement pathways. Interestingly, we were also able to demonstrate significantly elevated C3d-containing immune complexes in pediatric anesthesiologists with high levels of CYP2E1 IgG1 autoantibodies. Demonstrating C3d-containing immune complexes strongly suggests that halogenated volatile anesthetic induction of IgG1-containing immune complexes activate common complement pathways. Moreover, finding distinct immune complexes in low (general)-exposure groups may explain significantly elevated levels of C3a and C4a in general compared to pediatric anesthesiologists. Thus, demonstration of IgG1 autoantibodies and immune complexes in exposed groups without hepatitis suggests that complement activation has a crucial role in clearing potentially damaging anesthetic-induced immune complexes.

Further evidence suggesting a vital role for complement activation in the pathogenesis of AH, and possibly IDDIH, is the detection of CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies in AH patients. IgG4 autoantibodies can form immune complexes that are smaller and may escape clearance (45). More importantly, previous studies have shown that IgG4 autoantibodies can inhibit complement activation and thus prevent clearance of immune complexes (44). In fact, we found that C4a, C3a, and C5a in AH patients were similar to the levels in controls. Additionally, in spite of elevated levels of CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies, significantly elevated levels of immune complexes were not demonstrated. Low levels of complement components have been previously reported in persons with drug-induced liver injury (13, 15, 38, 50). Finding elevated levels of IgG4 autoantibodies in AH or any other form of IDDIH to our knowledge has not previously been demonstrated. Our data suggest that hypocomplementemia in drug-induced IDDIH may occur because of inhibition of complement activation. In addition liver injury in IDDIH may occur through IgG4-containing immune complexes by mechanisms similar to those suggested in idiopathic membranous nephropathy (32). We are in the process of verifying these mechanisms in our animal model of drug-induced IDDIH (31).

We have demonstrated that IgG3 levels are significantly higher and IgG2 levels are significantly lower in AH patients than all other groups studied. Significantly elevated levels of CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies were present in AH patients, while persons environmentally exposed to halogenated volatile anesthetics had predominantly CYP2E1-specific IgG1 autoantibodies. Moreover, classical complement activation and immune complexes were only present in environmentally exposed groups. Thus, our findings suggest that persons environmentally exposed to halogenated volatile anesthetics develop CYP2E1-specific IgG1 autoantibodies which may form detectable immune complexes that are normally cleared by complement system possibly through the classical pathway. AH persons develop CYP2E1-specific IgG4 autoantibodies which form small, nonprecipitating immune complexes that may escape clearance because of their size or by direct inhibition of complement activation (Fig. 5). Since C3a and C5a are also essential for liver regeneration (41), all of these mechanisms may have a role in the development of AH or other forms of IDDIH.
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